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Financial asset returns are highly influenced by media and public sentiment. The Refinitiv MarketPsych Indices (RMI) are a global standard in media sentiment data, providing
sentiment time-series for 15,000+ global assets from 1998 through the present. Data derived from global news and social media are condensed into indices. These include, for
example, 48 indices for the countries class alone, which addresses 187 countries/regions. Relevant examples for this analysis are the Human Infectious Disease (HID), Fear, and
Sentiment:
RMI

Range

Definition

HID

0...1

Presence and outbreaks of contagious or epidemic diseases.

Fear

0...1

Fear and anxiety.

Sentiment

-1...1

Overall positive references, net of negative references.

In this article, we analyze how these indices help explaining price changes in airlines financial assets during some of the most media-covered epidemics of the last two decades.
Particularly, we show how the HID noticeably predicts negative moves in airlines stocks in the short-term. Sentiment and Fear indices have also displayed some predictive power in
the rebound of these stocks.

1. SARS (2003)
Epidemics of infectious diseases seem to take the news every couple of years, even though, unfortunately, such cases are even more common, as we can observe in this Wikipedia
list. Here, we will only study some of the recent most media-covered cases. We start the analysis with the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in the early 2000's. We
will go through a summary of the epidemic timeline at its initial stages while making a parallel with some developments in the financial markets and how the RMIs make the bridge
between the two.
In Figure 1, we display in the main (upper) sub-plot the year-to-date returns in 2003 for Cathay Pacific Airways (light blue), as well as for the Hang Seng (HSI, yellow) and S&P500
(purple) indices. The bars in the bottom (values in the right axis) indicate the daily level of the Human Infectious Disease Refinitiv MarketPsych Index (HID-RMI) for Hong Kong. The
red vertical shades show periods when HID-RMI was more than 10% of Hong Kong media buzz. In the second subplot, we show the evolution of two exponentially weighted moving
(EWM) averages (8 and 21 days) of Fear RMI for Hong Kong. Red indicates short term (8 days) Fear above long term (21 days) Fear and green the opposite. In the final sub-plot we
present the same EWMs for the Sentiment RMI (also for Hong Kong). In the latter case, red indicates short term (8 days) Sentiment above long term (21 days) Sentiment, and green
otherwise.
The timeline:
November 2002, the outbreak starts in China's Guangdong province, which borders Hong Kong.
10th of February, 2003, China notified the World Health Organization (WHO). At this point, we start seeing some sparse but still small (HID-RMI < 1%) signs of media attention.
Interestingly, Sentiment starts to consistently fall.
22nd of February, SARS arrived in Hong Kong and we see quite a drop in Sentiment. Here we are showing a composite result from news and social media. On that day, the HIDRMI only based on social media, which can be selected in our data with dataType=='Social' reaches 11%, an extremely high value for this index (11% of sources have
references to human infectious diseases).
11th of March, the (Social) HID-RMI for Hong Kong is at 8% while Fear EWMs have bottomed and the MACD becomes red.
From here on the HID-RMI will consistently go up, as well as fear, for about 6 weeks. However, Cathay stock will stand still for another 2 weeks.
15th of March, after cases in other countries appear, including Thailand, Vietnam and Singapore, the WHO heightened its global health alert about a mysterious pneumonia and
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issues a travel advice to not to travel to the affected areas. HID-RMI reaches 10% on the following day.
17th of March, Cathay stock is falling nearly 4% at the market close. The stock would recover during the week, but fear is still on the rise.
22nd/23rd of March, HID-RMI reaches 13% and 16% on these days, respectively. Cathay stock will only fall 1.7% in the following Monday, but it will continue downwards for a
nearly 30% fall in the next couple of weeks.
From then on, SARS will be routinely on the news, and we move to a more general discussion. As the HID-RMI bars show, news on the epidemics are only gonna start falling by May.
However, by mid-April Cathay stock will already start recovering. We note that Fear EWMs has peaked and Sentiment has bottomed by the beginning of April (obviously, peaks and
bottoms happen even before what the moving averages are showing), thus anticipating the recovery in Cathay's stock. Some bursts of even higher than 10% HID-RMI will still
happen, as those around the beginning and middle of June, but the Sentiment will keep rising even then.
We finally note that although the HSI index has followed a path that somewhat resembles the inverse of the HDI-RMI trend, volatility, as expected, was considerably lower than that of
Cathay. Through the S&P500, we note that the overall US market was not as significantly affected.

Figure 1. The top sub-plot shows the year-to-date returns in 2003 for the Cathay Pacific Airways stock (light blue), the Hang Seng (HSI, yellow) and S&P500 indices (purple). The
bars in the bottom (values in the right axis) indicate the daily level of the Human Infectious Disease Refinitiv MarketPsych Index (HID-RMI) for Hong Kong. The red vertical shades
show periods when the HID-RMI was generally above 10%. In the second sub-plot, we show the evolution of two exponentially weighted moving (EWM) averages (8 and 21 days) of
Fear RMI for Hong Kong. Red indicates short term (8 days) Fear above long term (21 days) Fear and green the opposite. In the final sub-plot we present the same EWMs but now for
the Sentiment RMI (also for Hong Kong). Green indicates short term (8 days) Sentiment above long term (21 days) Sentiment, and red otherwise.

2. Swine flu (2009)
The 2009 flu pandemic, or swine flu, was first recognized in Vera Cruz, Mexico. It started somewhen in March 2009. While we take a short look at the developments of the epidemic,
we analyze the plots in Figure 2. The latter Figure is similar to the one shown in case 1, but now for a basket of some of the major US airlines, the S&P 500 and crude oil cumulative
returns for the displayed period. Fear and Sentiment RMIs are again displayed (now for the US).
Let's then take a look at some important moments in the timeline of the epidemic's beginning.
March 28th, the first confirmed case in the US with a known date of illness onset. The epidemic keeps a low profile until the middle of April.
April 24th, the WHO issues its first Disease Outbreak Notice, confirming that the infection has reached a number of people in Mexico and in the US. Until that point, the HID-RMI
is hovering around 0.10% in the US, while rising to 0.18% on that day. In Mexico, the increase is a lot more significant, from nearly zero in most days to 1.8%. Still, at the market
close on the same day, only Continental had lost some ground, dropping 1.7% for the day. Southwest closed up 2% and United up 0.5%. We see in the subplots in the bottom of
Figure 2 that Fear was already on the rise and Sentiment considerably lower than in the previous weeks.
April 26th, news on the outbreak continue to pile up Fear over the weekend. On that Sunday, HID for the US reached 0.66%, about 6 times the average of the last month. The
same index for Mexico is even higher at 2.5%.
April 27th, the three stocks in the basket plumb 9% (Southwest) to 16% (Continental).
The Fear EWMs will top two days later. After that, while Fear continues to decline, the airline stocks start a two weeks recovery. After which, as the epidemic heat declines, another
dynamic takes places, likely one related to the increasing oil prices. As crude rises about 40% in a month, the recovery of airlines from the epidemic becomes short-lived. This
demonstrates the difficulty in properly evaluating event studies, as isolating a single factor can be rather cumbersome. Yet, as it was the case at the beginning of the SARS outbreak,
RMI signals did precede some rather abrupt airlines stock moves. A further analysis using RMI data for oil could have been an important complement to the country and airlines
analysis.

Figure 2. The top sub-plot shows the cumulative returns starting on March 1st 2009 for a basket of daily equally-weighted stocks of Continental, Southwest and United airlines (light
blue), the S&P500 index (purple) and crude oil (yellow). The bars in the bottom (values in the right axis) indicate the daily level of the Human Infectious Disease Refinitiv MarketPsych
Index (HID-RMI) for Mexico (MX, orange) and US (red). The red vertical shades show when HID-RMI was above 1% in Mexico. In the second sub-plot, we show the evolution of two
exponentially weighted moving (EWM) averages (8 and 21 days) of Fear RMI for the US. Red indicates short term (8 days) Fear above long term (21 days) Fear and green the
opposite. In the final sub-plot we present the same EWMs but now for the Sentiment RMI (also for US). Green indicates short term (8 days) Sentiment above long term (21 days)
Sentiment, and red otherwise.

3. Ebola (2014)
Figure 3 shows a similar development to that in Figure 2, now during the period of the ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak in 2014.
The West Africa Ebola virus epidemic started turning into hot news at the beginning of 2014. Some main points follow:
March 25th, the WHO released its first report concerning Ebola in West Africa.
August 2nd, an American missionary aid worker in Liberia, infected with the virus, is evacuated to Atlanta. While the Ebola outbreak has been on news for some months, this is
the first time in the presented series that there is a sudden rise in the HID-RMI, from averages of 0.25% in July to above 1%, a 4X increase. In the coming week, AIRL ETF prices
fell by close to 6%. Fear (social) remained relatively stable and close to neutral levels, while sentiment (social) was oscillating. AIRL would recover in the following days together
with the overall market but started plumbing again by mid-September.
September 30th, the CDC announces the first case of ebola in the Americas (in Dallas). HID-RMI then spikes to 1.8% while fear escalates and sentiment drops. AIRL would drop
3% in that day and more on October 1st,
October 3rd, another person carrying the virus is evacuated to the US. AIRL prices recover to its highest level in two weeks. Fear is still on the rise and sentiment still falling.
From then on, although HID-RMI will keep spiking, sometimes above 2.5%, we see that Fear and Sentiment EWM gradients diminsh, indicating the formation of a top and bottom,
respectively, which will be confirmed in the following days. In the next 10 days, AIRL will fall more than 20%. The recover is more V-shaped than the previous examples, but Fear and
Sentiment were already given indications of a rebound. As in the previous case, there is a parallel dynamic that starts taking a major role as the fear of the epidemic slows. In this
case, oil prices are in free-fall during the whole period of the outbreak, which likely accelerated the recover in AIRL prices past-Ebola fears.

Figure 3. The top sub-plot shows the cumulative returns starting on July 1st 2014 for AIRL (light blue), the S&P500 index (purple) and crude oil (yellow). The bars in the bottom
(values in the right axis) indicate the daily level of the Human Infectious Disease Refinitiv MarketPsych Index (HID-RMI) for the US. The red vertical shades show when HID-RMI was
above 1%. In the second sub-plot we show the evolution of two exponentially weighted moving (EWM) averages (8 and 21 days) of Fear RMI based on social media for AIRL. Red
indicates short term (8 days) Fear above long term (21 days) Fear and green the opposite. In the final sub-plot we present the same EWMs but now for the Sentiment RMI (also
based on social media for AIRL). Green indicates short term (8 days) Sentiment above long term (21 days) Sentiment, and red otherwise.

4. Wuhan coronavirus (2020)
The last example we show is the current Wuhan coronavirus outbreak. Figure 4 follows the previous graphs, as it shows the development of a major airline, the index (in this case of
China), and RMI data. In this Figure, we also show one example of a buying opportunity in such conditions. The timeline of events so far is summarized in the following.
December 30th, 2019, a notice regarding the treatment of pneumonia of unknown cause is issued by the Medical Administration of Wuhan Municipal Health Committee. China's
HID-RMI, which averaged 0.1% in December (up to the previous day), rises abruptly to 0.5%. And yet, China Southern Airlines shares rise 2.5%, another example HID
anticipating the soon to come fall in airlines stocks.
December 31st, 2019, the WHO is reported about 27 cases of pneumonia of unknown cause. China's HID-RMI of that day rises to 0.8%. China Southern Airlines shares still
close flat for the day.
Perhaps due to new years celebrations, HID-RMI drops on the 1st day of 2020 but soon starts rising again, reaching 1.7% on the 7th of January. China Southern Airlines shares have
fallen 4.5% since the start of the year, although it will recover ground in the next days. Fear is on the rise, although not steeply. The HID-RMI will continue oscillating until January
14th, but keeps at a high point. From this point on, the HID-RMI will nearly monotonically increase, and Fear will increase steeply while Sentiment will fall sharply. China Southern
Airlines stock tops for the year on the same date.
January 19th, the first cases outside Wuhan are confirmed. HID-RMI goes above 2%. China Southern Airlines stock is still only 2.7% below the 2020's top. Here we also note the
stock price of the mask-maker Tianjin Teda, which is flat since the first reports of the outbreak, now 20 days old.
During the following week, HID-RMI has averaged some of the highest values for China since the SARS episode. Fear and Sentiment have kept their trends, but seem to be reaching
a plateau in the last few days. China Southern Airlines shares already fell more than 10% from January's top (more than 20% considering the ADR in the NYSE), while Tianjin Teda
stock rose 40%.

Figure 4. The top sub-plot shows the cumulative returns, starting on December 1st 2019, for China Southern Airlines (light blue) and Tianjin Teda (yellow) stocks, and the Shanghai
Stock Exchange Composite (SSEC) index (orange). The bars in the bottom (values in the right axis) indicate the daily level of the Human Infectious Disease Refinitiv MarketPsych
Index (HID-RMI) for China. The red vertical shade shows the first significant increase in the HID-RMI during the displayed period. In the second sub-plot we show the evolution of two
exponentially weighted moving (EWM) averages (8 and 21 days) of Fear RMI for China. Red indicates short term (8 days) Fear above long term (21 days) Fear and green the
opposite. In the final sub-plot we present the same EWMs but now for the Sentiment RMI (also for China). Green indicates short term (8 days) Sentiment above long term (21 days)
Sentiment, and red otherwise.

Overall remarks
Some observations from the examples above.
Using the EWM(8), Fear has peaked from 0.01 to 0.03 in the first 3 cases. In the Wuhan case, Fear has reached up to 0.025. However, we note that in the "upper bound" (SARS
case), HID values were considerably higher (above 10%, rather than 4%). Thus, given that the Wuhan coronavirus has already reached a global concern status (the HID figure
has probably peaked) it is likely that Fear will peak at lower levels than in the SARS case.
The same goes for Sentiment. In the most extreme case among the past 3 analyzed epidemics, SARS, Sentiment bottomed at around -0.3. In the Wuhan epidemic, it is currently
(29th of January) at -0.21 while the lowest value was -0.24, reached on the 26th of January.
The period from the first significant rises in HID until the peak in the Fear moving averages was 2-4 weeks. If that serves as any base, we should be reaching the Fear peak soon.
In fact, the Fear EWMs seem to indicate that a plateau is forming.
China Southern Airlines ADR traded in the NYSE has plunged 22% from January's top on the 13th to the bottom on the 27th of January (exchanges in China are closed due to
the holidays, thus Figure 4 only shows the stock cumulative returns until the 23rd. This is in line with the previous 20-30% negative variations from top to bottom during the buzz
periods of the first 3 examples. Hence, once again, unless we are dealing with a catastrophic scenario unlike any other seen in recent decades, the bottom should be close.
To conclude, even though we have only scratched the surface by using only 3 RMIs and stocks of major airlines, it is clear the Refinitiv MarketPsych Indices provide valuable data for
the analysis of significant event studies that have happened in the last decades involving epidemics.
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